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Abstract
Adults combine different local motions to form a global percept of motion. This study explores the origins of this process by
testing how perturbations of local motion influence infants’ sensitivity to global motion. Infants at 6-, 12-, and 18-weeks of age
viewed random dots moving with a gaussian distribution of dot directions defined by a mean of 0° (rightward) or 180° (leftward)
and a standard deviation (SD) of 0, 34, or 68°. A well-practiced observer used infants’ optokinetic responses to judge the direction
of stimulus motion. Infants were studied both cross-sectionally and longitudinally. Direction discrimination was relatively high at
all ages when the SD was 0°. When the SD was 34 or 68°, performance declined with age. Adult performance was nearly perfect
at these SDs. A similar developmental pattern was found with distributions of dot speed. The decline in infant performance is
consistent with the development of both neural tuning and receptive field size. The subsequent improvement by adulthood
suggests the development of additional processes such as long-range interactions. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
When several different motions are superimposed in
space or time, they can be combined by the visual
system to yield a percept of global motion (Watama-
niuk & Sekuler, 1992). This combination of motion
signals is commonly termed ‘motion integration’. For
example, two identical overlapping gratings of different
orientations and directions of motion can be integrated
by adults into a plaid pattern having a single perceived
motion in a direction different from that of either
grating (Adelson & Movshon, 1982). Motion integra-
tion is also found when a range of directions or speeds
is presented at once (Williams & Sekuler, 1984; Wata-
maniuk & Duchon, 1992). This is done by using ran-
dom dot kinematograms in which the dot motions are
determined probabilistically. In these cases, subjects
perceive global motion that coincides with the mean of
the dot distribution.
The manner in which motion is integrated by adults
has been modeled for gratings (Movshon, Adelson,
Gizzi & Newsome, 1986; Wilson, Ferrera & Yo, 1992)
and random dots (Williams, Phillips & Sekuler, 1986;
Williams & Phillips, 1987; Watamaniuk, Sekuler &
Williams, 1989). Collectively, these hierarchical models
suggest that local motion analysis is followed by a
global pooling stage, such that the perception of global
motion emerges from cooperative processing between
local motion detectors. Although these models differ in
several respects, they all are based on the idea that
stimulus motion is initially detected by local filters
tuned for motion, and that the degree of connectivity
between local motion detectors influences the global
integration of signals. Thus, the development of motion
integration is likely to depend on the development of
motion-specific neural tuning and on the development
of connectivity between the tuned mechanisms.
Motion-specific neural tuning has been reported near
birth in cats and monkeys. Velocity tuned neurons have
been identified in the kitten at 6–9 days of age (Albus
& Wolf, 1984). In addition, a small percentage of kitten
cortical neurons exhibit direction selectivity at eye
opening (Hubel & Wiesel, 1963; Blakemore & Van
Sluyters, 1975; Albus & Wolf, 1984), and this propor-
tion increases to adult levels within the first month of
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life (Pettigrew, 1974; Bonds, 1979; Albus & Wolf,
1984). The manner in which motion-specific tuning
develops was only recently explored. Hatta, Cheng,
Smith III and Chino (1996) found that direction selec-
tivity in macaque V1 neurons narrowed rapidly be-
tween 6 days and 4 weeks of age. Kumagami, Qian,
Thornton, Smith III and Chino (1998) showed that V1
neurons tuned to direction in 6- and 14-day-old
macaques were distributed isotropically, so that all
directions of motion were represented approximately
equally. Thus, neural tuning for velocity and direction
are present early in life, and at least direction selectivity
is isotropic and improves rapidly with age.
Motion detectors can theoretically connect with one
another through lateral or vertical interactions. To our
knowledge, the emergence of connectivity between mo-
tion detectors has not been specifically investigated.
However, the general emergence of lateral cortical con-
nections has been studied and appears to be somewhat
prolonged. Huttenlocher and de Courten (1987) mea-
sured synaptic density (which presumably reflects neu-
ral connectivity) in human visual cortex. They found
that density increased through 8 months of age after
which it decreased to adult levels. Burkhalter, Bernardo
and Charles (1993) labelled local connections in human
striate cortex at different stages of development. While
horizontal connections began to emerge shortly before
birth, the density of connections in lamina 4B increased
through 4 months of age and reached an adult-like
patchiness of the horizontal projections by 15 months.
The development of horizontal connections in striate
lamina 2 and 3 was even more protracted. While these
data do not indicate when these connections become
functional, they do suggest a prolonged period of lat-
eral connection formation in V1. Whether or not a
prolonged development of lateral connections is mir-
rored in extrastriate cortex will be of interest since
several aspects of motion integration have been linked
to extrastriate processing, particularly area MT (New-
some, Britten & Movshon, 1989; Snowden, Treue &
Andersen, 1992; Britten, Shadlen, Newsome &
Movshon, 1993; Rudolph & Pasternak, 1996).
The prolonged developmental course for horizontal
connections suggests that there may be an initial period
in which integration is determined primarily by local
filter tuning. What might this mean behaviorally? Inte-
gration might be good at first, because neural tuning is
broad and individual neurons can respond to a wide
range of directions or speeds. As tuning narrows with
age, individual neurons will become less sensitive to
broadband stimulation because only a portion of the
distribution will stimulate each detector. The subse-
quent development of horizontal connections between
neurons tuned to different directions or speeds will
expand the response range, and integration should im-
prove again. In sum, infants’ ability to integrate motion
may initially decline as local filter tuning narrows, but
may subsequently improve as global connectivity
develops.
Previous work does not address how motion integra-
tion ability changes with age. Manny and Fern (1990)
showed that 1-, 2-, and 3-month-old infants could
integrate the motions of two gratings. These authors
did not investigate developmental trends with threshold
measures, although they did note that performance
stayed constant if the spatial frequency of their
suprathreshold stimulus was optimized for each age
group. With respect to non-oriented stimuli, structure
from motion studies suggest that infants at 2 and 4
months of age can integrate random dot motion (Arter-
berry & Yonas, 1988, 1995; Arterberry, 1992), but the
evidence is indirect and again does not investigate
developmental changes. The purpose of this study is to
determine if infants’ ability to integrate motion extends
to statistical distributions of random dot displays, and
if so, will performance decline with age as predicted.
2. Experiment 1: the development of sensitivity to
direction distributions: cross-sectional measurement
2.1. Subjects
A total of 36 infants were studied cross-sectionally at
three different ages. Twelve infants were approximately
6 weeks of age, twelve were 12 weeks of age, and twelve
were 18 weeks of age. 28 of these infants (nine at 6
weeks; ten at 12 weeks; nine at 18 weeks) reached the
criteria for inclusion in the final analysis (see Section
2.4). The mean age and standard deviation of each
group used in the final analysis was 7.391.1, 12.29
0.7, and 18.490.3 weeks. All infants were recruited
from birth announcements in the local newspaper. Four
adults from the Laboratory for Infant Studies also
participated, one of whom (author TB) was aware of
the purpose of the study.
2.2. Stimuli
Subjects viewed random dot kinematograms pre-
sented in a 28° diameter circular aperture. Each ‘dot’
subtended 4.15.3 arc min and had a luminance of 70
cd m2. Dots were randomly distributed on a 0.013 cd
m2 background with a density of 10%. The average
screen luminance was 6 cd m2. Dots were put into
motion by displacing them 0.67° every 48 ms. Under
these conditions, the smallest direction difference ob-
tainable on the pixel-based monitor was about 5°. Once
in motion, the dots had a group mean of 0° (rightward
motion) or 180° (leftward motion) with a standard
deviation (SD) of 0, 34, or 68° using a gaussian distri-
bution of directions (Fig. 1A and B). For adults, the
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SDs ranged from 0 to 180°. Based on the SD of the
gaussian distribution, individual dot directions were
randomly reassigned on every frame to produce a ran-
dom walk for each dot (Fig. 1C). Adults must integrate
the individual dot motions in order to perceive a com-
mon direction of motion in this type of stimulus (Wata-
maniuk et al., 1989).
2.3. Apparatus and procedure
The apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. Stimuli were
presented on a large-screen video display monitor (Mit-
subishi XC-2930C) under the control of a Zeos 486
computer. The monitor was located at the back of a
matte-black viewing chamber. Diffuse light was shown
from below the monitor for eye movement monitoring
with a video camera (Panasonic WV-BD400) mounted
between the light source and the monitor. Eye move-
ments were displayed on a video monitor (Panasonic
WV-5400) located above the viewing chamber. The
Fig. 2. Digital photograph of the testing apparatus. Infants viewed
the display from beneath the front edge of the viewing chamber.
Fig. 1. (A) Direction distributions used in experiments 1 and 2 for
stimuli undergoing global rightward motion. The SD of direction was
0, 34, or 68°. (B Instantaneous dot directions for a single frame of
motion. Each arrow depicts the motion of a dot. Arrow direction and
length represent dot direction and speed, respectively. Integrating dot
direction across space yields the mean direction. (C) Direction of one
dot over time, demonstrating the random walk in direction taken by
each dot. Integrating the direction of a single dot over time yields the
mean direction.
apparatus and the procedure have been used previously
(Banton & Bertenthal, 1996).
During testing, the infant was positioned in the view-
ing chamber, approximately 60 cm from the stimulus
monitor and the room lights were turned off. For 12-
and 18-week-old infants, proper positioning was ob-
tained by having the parent hold the infant in a sitting
position. Six-week-old infants were placed in a modified
car seat for the parent to hold. This helped to stabilize
the head which is poorly controlled at this age. The
roof of the chamber shielded the adult holding the
infant from the stimuli. On each trial, the computer
randomly selected and displayed one of six stimuli
undergoing continuous leftward or rightward motion (2
mean directions3 SDs). When infants looked toward
the stimulus, they displayed a slow eye movement cor-
responding to the direction of dot motion followed by
a rapid refixation in the opposite direction. This re-
sponse was similar to optokinetic nystagmus (OKN),
and therefore will be referred to as OKN. Eye move-
ments captured by the video camera were presented in
real-time on the video monitor. A well-practiced adult
observer (termed ‘the observer’ to better differentiate
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this individual from experimental subjects), who was
shielded from the stimulus, viewed the video monitor
from behind the infant and made a forced-choice re-
sponse as to whether stimulus motion was to the left or
right. The observer was given an unlimited viewing
duration, but judgments were typically made after the
infant looked for 5–10 s. Once the observer responded,
the correct direction of stimulus movement was pro-
vided as feedback. A maximum of 48 trials (16 trials
per condition) were presented.
Adult direction thresholds were obtained with the
same procedures used with the infants. Since infants
could not be instructed in the task, adults were only
asked to look at the screen during OKN testing. As a
control, adult direction thresholds were also assessed by
having subjects report the perceived direction of motion
in a 2-afc procedure. SDs were presented in random
order and 50 trials per SD were collected. The two-al-
ternative forced-choice procedure eliminated variability
attributable to the observer and the OKN measure. The
two methods were compared to gauge the sensitivity of
the OKN paradigm.
2.4. Data analysis
To include data in the final analysis, infants were
required to satisfy two criteria. First, they needed to
reach at least 75% correct in the 0° SD condition. This
criterion ensured that the infants were attending to the
display, and that the observer was using appropriate
cues to judge the infants’ behavior. There was no
apparent biasing of the data from adopting this crite-
rion, since the results were qualitatively similar to those
obtained when the data from all 35 infants were in-
cluded. Second, infants had to complete at least ten
trials of the experiment. This criterion was imposed
because the percentage correct calculation would pro-
duce high individual variability when small numbers of
trials were completed. Infants completed a mean of 22.2
trials at 6 weeks, 22.9 trials at 12 weeks, and 31.9 trials
at 18 weeks of age. To test if the number of trials
completed had an effect on the results, the number of
correct responses for all infants at each age was divided
by the number of trials completed by all infants at that
age. These results were similar to those from individual
percentage correct calculations. Means of the individual
percentage correct calculations are reported throughout
so that infant variability can be assessed via standard
errors.
2.5. Results
Fig. 3 plots the observer’s correctness in judging the
direction of stimulus motion as a function of the stimu-
lus standard deviation. At a SD of 0°, direction dis-
crimination was above 89% correct for all ages,
indicating that infants and adults attended to the dis-
plays and that the observer could correctly gauge their
eye movements. At a SD of 34°, the ability to discrimi-
nate direction remained reasonably high with 6-week-
old infants but declined at 12 and 18 weeks of age. At
a SD of 68°, the performance of 6-week-old infants was
still high, but performance dropped at 12 weeks of age,
and again at 18 weeks of age. It seems reasonable to
suggest that this declining ability to integrate motion
reverses at some undetermined age, since adult perfor-
mance exceeded infant performance.
A 33 repeated measures ANOVA, with age as the
between subjects variable and SD as the within subjects
variable, confirmed the main results of Fig. 3. There
were significant main effects for age (F(2,25)5.19,
PB0.05) and SD (F(2,50)30.976, PB0.001). An
interaction between age and SD was also present
(F(4,50)3.217, PB0.05), but it was an artifact of the
0° condition where performance was constrained to be
at least 75% correct during infant selection. The inter-
action disappeared when the 0° condition was excluded.
F tests were conducted on the 34 and 68° SD conditions
to determine if the effect of age was significant between
individual age groups. The analysis showed that the
performance of 6- and 12-week-old infants was signifi-
cantly different (F(1,25)5.871, PB0.01). The differ-
ence between the performance of 12- and 18-week-old
infants was not statistically significant (F(1,25)2.326,
Pn.s.), although a difference between these age
groups can be seen in Fig. 3 at the 68° SD.
The declining ability to integrate motion is also
reflected in the threshold SDs for correctly detecting the
direction of stimulus motion. These thresholds were
Fig. 3. Cross-sectional results of the ability to determine the direction
of global stimulus motion as a function of the SD. At higher SDs,
young infants perform better than older infants. Adults perform
better with a 2-afc than the OKN procedure, indicating that the OKN
procedure underestimates performance in this case.
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calculated from the group means by linearly interpolat-
ing to the 75% correct level. Thresholds declined from
above 68° at 6 weeks to 27° at 12 weeks to 22° at 18
weeks before improving to 117° by adulthood.
Finally, Fig. 3 shows that adult sensitivity with a
2-afc measure was greater than with the OKN measure.
At 166° (the only SD which was common to both
methods), sensitivity with 2-afc and OKN procedures
was statistically different (t(3)3.70, PB0.05).
Threshold SDs for direction were 154° with 2-afc and
117° with OKN, which is a 24% reduction in sensitivity
with the OKN paradigm. This result might be ex-
plained by the use of different visual processing mecha-
nisms during OKN and 2-afc procedures, by poor
observer sensitivity in making eye movement judg-
ments, or by using stimuli that were suboptimal for
eliciting OKN. Procedure-specific visual mechanisms
can be ruled out since performance with OKN and
behavioral measures was comparable in previous stud-
ies (Brown, 1994; Banton & Bertenthal, 1996). Al-
though poor observer sensitivity is possible, it seems
unlikely since our observer was well-practiced, received
feedback regarding each judgement, and performed
near ceiling in several conditions. The stimuli may have
been suboptimal for OKN since only the SD was
parametrically investigated. Regardless of the cause of
this sensitivity difference, it has no impact on the
principle finding that motion integration worsens dur-
ing infancy and then improves by adulthood.
2.6. Discussion
A decline in the ability to integrate motion with age
is a somewhat unusual result. We therefore considered
several alternative explanations. First, we considered
the possibility that the result was an artifact of infants’
attention level. Older infants sometimes showed poorer
attention, which was characterized by shorter viewing
durations and more frequent extraneous eye move-
ments during testing. If the behavior of the older in-
fants made OKN judgements more difficult for the
observer, performance might have declined as a func-
tion of measurement error. The 0° SD result in Fig. 3 is
important in refuting this attention-based explanation.
In this condition, all age groups performed equally well.
Thus, the challenges of the older infants did not influ-
ence the observer’s performance, suggesting that the
effects of attention were minimal. Only at 34 and 68°
SD did performance decline in older infants. Strictly
speaking, poor attention might manifest itself only on
the more difficult 34 and 68° SD conditions. Although
this possibility cannot be ruled out, it seems unlikely
that attention effects would be selective for particular
conditions.
The possibility that the decline in motion integration
was an artifact of blur can be ruled out. Six-week-old
Fig. 4. The ability of one adult subject (TB) to determine the
direction of global stimulus motion as a function of the SD under
conditions of blur and no blur. The ‘no blur’ condition was con-
ducted with best-corrected vision. The ‘blur’ condition was conducted
with 5.50D lenses over the spectacle Rx to provide 3.8D blur at the
60 cm test distance. Each datum represents 40–50 trials collected with
the 2-afc procedure. The subject showed no consistent decrement in
performance when acuity improved, suggesting that the decline in
direction integration exhibited by infants was not an artifact of visual
acuity development.
infants have about 1.2D of blur due to poor visual
acuity (estimated from a resolution limit of 5 cyc
deg1. from Norcia & Tyler, 1985) and about 0.6D of
blur due to accommodative inaccuracies (Braddick,
Atkinson, French & Howland, 1979). Both visual acu-
ity and accommodative control improve with age to
reduce blur. This reduction in blur coincides with the
developmental decline in motion integration revealed in
the present study. In order to explain the present results
in terms of blur, one must predict that blur reduction
will hinder motion integration. However, this predic-
tion was contradicted by an adult subject who was
tested on the motion integration task with best-cor-
rected visual acuity and with 3.8D of lens blur. Better
acuity did not produce a decline in this subject’s overall
performance (Fig. 4). The insensitivity of adult motion
integration to 3.8D of blur suggests that the develop-
mental decline in motion integration is unlikely to
reflect the reduction of blur during the development of
visual acuity and accommodative control.
We also wanted to insure that the result was not an
artifact of the particular groups of infants studied. A
decrease in performance with age could reflect differ-
ences in group statistics rather than a true developmen-
tal trend exhibited by individual infants. To resolve this
issue, the experiment was repeated on infants who were
followed longitudinally.
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3. Experiment 2: the development of sensitivity to
direction distributions: longitudinal measurement
3.1. Subjects
Six infants were studied longitudinally at approxi-
mately 6, 12, and 18 weeks of age (6.490.4, 12.090.5,
17.790.6 weeks). Two of these infants were also tested
at 24 weeks of age. All six of these infants met the
inclusion criteria at 6 weeks of age. Infant 6 failed to
meet the 75% correct criterion at 12 weeks of age, but
data collection was continued since performance was
relatively high (70% correct). Infants studied longitudi-
nally sometimes required more than one visit at a given
age to complete an adequate number of trials.
3.2. Stimuli, apparatus and procedure, data analysis
These were identical to experiment 1.
3.3. Results and discussion
Fig. 5 plots the observer’s correctness in judging the
direction of stimulus motion as a function of the stimu-
lus SD for the six infants followed longitudinally. When
the SD was 0°, direction discrimination was relatively
high for all infants. When the SD was 68°, performance
was best at 6 weeks of age in all but one infant. This
infant (6) had a higher percentage correct at 12 weeks
of age with a 68° SD, but the 12-week-old value is
suspiciously high since it exceeds performance at the
lower SDs. Overall, these results are consistent with the
cross-sectional results of experiment 1: The pattern of
declining performance with age at 68° SD is found
individually and when the mean of the longitudinal
data is plotted (Fig. 6). These results show that inter-in-
dividual differences do not account for the reduction in
sensitivity with age found in experiment 1. Therefore,
we conclude that the experimental results reflect devel-
opmental changes in motion integration ability.
Two infants showed instances of improved perfor-
mance with age. At a SD of 34°, infants 2 and 5
performed markedly better at 18 weeks than at 12
weeks of age. These deviations from the group data
may be normal variations, but they could be an indica-
tion that 18 weeks of age is when the ability to integrate
motion begins to improve after an initial decline. To
examine this possibility, infants 3 and 6 were tested at
24 weeks of age. The 24-week-old infants showed no
systematic improvement in performance at SDs of 34°
or 68°. Although this result is inconclusive, it offers
little evidence for an improvement in integration by 24
weeks of age.
Fig. 5. Longitudinal results of six infants’ ability to determine the direction of global stimulus motion as a function of the SD. At the 68° SD,
most infants showed a decline in performance with age. Infants 3 and 5 showed some improvement in performance at 18 weeks of age.
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Fig. 6. Mean performance of the six infants studied longitudinally. These infants showed a decline in performance with age at the 68° SD, similar
to that of the infants studied cross-sectionally (see Fig. 3).
4. Experiment 3: the development of sensitivity to speed
distributions
While experiments 1 and 2 showed that infants’
ability to integrate motion declined with age, they did
not determine which aspects of motion accounted for
the integration. Speed signals, as well as direction sig-
nals, are integrated in the adult visual system (Watama-
niuk & Duchon, 1992), raising the possibility that
infants integrated speed signals rather than direction
signals in experiments 1 and 2.
At first, the integration of speed signals seems un-
likely to account for the decline in performance with
SD in experiments 1 and 2 because dot speed was
constant for all SDs. However, since the OKN measure
was restricted to the horizontal direction it is possible
that infants’ responses reflected only the horizontal
speed component of each dot. Under this scenario, the
horizontal speed component would decrease as dot
direction deviates from horizontal. Thus, the mean
horizontal speed would slow as SD increases, leading to
poorer OKN. This might explain how performance falls
with increasing SD.
If the results of experiments 1 and 2 depended only
on the integration of horizontal speed signals, then the
same results should be obtained when the dot distribu-
tion is restricted to a single direction and the horizontal
speed components from the gaussian distribution are
preserved. Therefore, experiment 3 examined if speed
integration accounted for the results of experiments 1
and 2 by restricting the range of stimulus directions.
4.1. Subjects
Eight 6-week-old infants (6.690.4 weeks) and nine
18-week-old infants (18.390.5 weeks) were tested. All
6-week-old infants and six of the nine 18-week-old
infants met the criteria for inclusion and were included
in the final analysis.
4.2. Stimuli
The stimuli were the same as those used in experi-
ment 1 with the exception that dot speed in the vertical
direction was set to 0° s1. Thus, the horizontal speeds
were exactly as in the original stimulus but direction
was strictly leftward or rightward on each trial (Fig.
7B). This manipulation produced a one-sided gaussian
distribution of speeds (Fig. 7A). For stimuli undergoing
global rightward motion, the SD of speed was 0, 2.4,
or 8.8° s1 from the most frequent speed (14° s1).
For stimuli undergoing global leftward motion, the SD
of speed was 0, 2.4, or 8.8(70% correct) s1 from
the most frequent dot speed (14° s1). All other
stimulus parameters were identical to those used in
experiments 1 and 2. The change in the dot distribution
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precluded the integration of different directions but
permitted the integration of different speeds (Fig. 7B
and C).
4.3. Apparatus, procedure, and data analysis
These aspects of the experiment were the same as in
experiments 1 and 2.
4.4. Results
Data from leftward and rightward moving stimuli
were grouped by the magnitude of the SD. At SDs of
2.4 and 8.8° s1, infants’ performance declined with
age (Fig. 8). This was confirmed statistically by a main
effect of age (F(1,12)6.742, PB .05) in a 23 re-
peated measures ANOVA with age as the between
subjects variable and SD as the within subjects variable.
Although this result was qualitatively similar to the
Fig. 8. The development of global motion sensitivity using a distribu-
tion of speeds (solid lines) and directions (dotted lines). The speed
distributions are matched to the horizontal speed components of the
direction distributions from experiments 1 and 2. The direction data
are replotted from Fig. 3. Infant sensitivity to these distributions
differs, ruling out the idea that infants’ performance in experiments 1
and 2 is due to speed integration alone.
Fig. 7. (A) Speed distributions used in experiment 3 for stimuli
undergoing global rightward motion. The SD of speed was 0, 2.4,
or 8.8° s1 from the most frequent speed (14° s1). For global
leftward motion, the SD of speed was 0, 2.4, or 8.8° s1 from
the most frequent dot speed (14° s1). (B) Instantaneous dot
speeds for a single frame of motion. Each arrow depicts the motion
of a dot. Arrow direction and length represent dot direction and
speed, respectively. Integrating dot speed across space yields the mean
speed. (C) Speed of one dot over time, demonstrating the random
walk in speed taken by each dot. Integrating the speed of a single dot
over time yields the mean speed.
decline with age found when direction distributions
were used in experiments 1 and 2, the decline was less
precipitous when speed distributions were used (Fig. 8).
Infant performance with direction and speed distribu-
tions was significantly different as shown by the main
effect of distribution type (F(1,30)11.295, PB .01) in
a 23 repeated measures ANOVA with distribution
type as the between subjects variable and SD as the
within subjects variable. This difference was unlikely to
be an artifact of the infant sample tested because in the
0° SD condition (which was identical in all three exper-
iments) infants in experiment 3 performed similarly to
infants in experiments 1 and 2. Therefore, infants’
performance differed for direction and speed
distributions.
4.5. Discussion
The change in infants’ performance when dot direc-
tion was restricted argues against the exclusive integra-
tion of speed in experiments 1 and 2. Infant
performance should have remained unchanged if it
depended only on the integration of horizontal speed
components because the information for integrating
horizontal speed components was equivalent in all ex-
periments. The performance change suggests that a
direction integration strategy is involved in experiments
1 and 2, either alone or perhaps in conjunction with a
speed integration strategy.
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The results of experiment 3 also suggest that infants
can integrate different speeds of motion. Strictly speak-
ing, OKN could be generated without integrating dif-
ferent speeds of the distribution. The most frequently
encountered speed in the distribution might provide
enough stimulation to drive OKN while the remainder
of the distribution is treated as noise. However, there
are arguments against the use of this strategy. First,
performance should not decline with age as in Fig. 8
since infants’ sensitivity to both fast and slow speeds
(via sensitivity to small and large displacements) im-
proves with age (Wattam-Bell, 1996). Furthermore, if
infants extracted a single speed of motion and treated
the rest as noise, then performance should be similar to
infant coherence thresholds for unidirectional motion
amongst noise (Banton & Bertenthal, 1996). Contrary
to the declining performance in experiment 3, coherence
thresholds for unidirectional motion using an OKN
paradigm do not change with age, thus making it
unlikely that infants extract dots of a single speed as the
signal while treating the remaining dot motions as
noise. Therefore, the decline in performance with age in
this experiment seems to depend on multiple speeds in
the distribution, suggesting that infants are integrating
these displays.
5. General discussion
Infants’ optokinetic responses to the global motion
of the random dot distribution showed a similar devel-
opmental pattern in all three experiments: At a SD of
0°, performance was good and remained relatively high
across age. At SDs greater than 0°, performance de-
clined between 6 and 18 weeks of age. The developmen-
tal decline in performance occurred when infants
integrated direction (experiments 1 and 2) or speed
signals (experiment 3). This decline in the ability to
integrate motion during infancy reverses at some age,
since performance was greatly improved by adulthood.
The age where performance begins to improve was not
evident between 6 and 24 weeks of age, and therefore is
likely to occur after 24 weeks of age.
Because a motor response measure (OKN) was used,
the results might reflect the development of the OKN
system rather than the development of motion percep-
tion. For example, interference arising during the devel-
opmental shift from subcortical to cortical control of
OKN proposed by Hoffmann (1989) could account for
the decline in performance in the present study. Under
this hypothesis, optimal OKN responses would be
present early in life because subcortical structures that
mediate OKN are tuned primarily to horizontal direc-
tions (Hoffmann, Distler, Erickson & Mader, 1988).
Optimal OKN responses might be subsequently re-
duced if cortical neurons tuned to other directions of
motion develop feedback connections that interfere
with the subcortical OKN response. A different possi-
bility is that performance declined because infants grad-
ually developed the ability to suppress OKN and did so
during our task. Although these possibilities are consis-
tent with the development of the OKN system, it is
unlikely that they account for the current findings given
that a previous study of infant motion sensitivity using
the OKN procedure failed to show an age-related de-
crease in performance (Banton & Bertenthal, 1996).
Performance should be similar in both OKN studies if
the development of OKN governs performance. Since
this did not occur, the results are unlikely to reflect the
development of the OKN system. However, these re-
sults are consistent with the development of neural
tuning and lateral connectivity. Let us first consider
how the results relate to the development of neural
tuning.
5.1. De6elopment of neural tuning
Cortical direction selectivity in macaques becomes
more narrowly tuned during development (Hatta et al.,
1996), although directional tuning remains fairly broad
in adulthood (about 40–50° half-width at half-height
for neurons in area MT, see Snowden, 1994). It was
predicted that if human directional tuning is also very
broad during infancy, then a wide range of directions
could maximally stimulate a given detector (Fig. 9A).
However, as directional tuning narrows with age a wide
range of directions will less effectively stimulate the
detector (Fig. 9B). Consistent with this prediction, ex-
periments 1 and 2 showed that a wide range of direc-
tions (large SD) produced near optimum performance
in 6-week-old infants and poor performance in 18-
week-old infants. Furthermore, the increased sensitivity
to spatial frequency tuned and orientation tuned re-
sponses near 6 to 8 weeks of age (Atkinson, Braddick &
Moar, 1977; Braddick, Wattam-Bell & Atkinson, 1986;
Atkinson, Hood, Wattam-Bell, Anker & Tricklebank,
1988; for an exception, see Slater, Morison & Somers,
1988) is coincident with the decline in integration abil-
ity between 6 and 12 weeks of age in experiments 1 and
2. These links suggest that the apparent decrease in
motion integration ability with age might be a conse-
quence of the sharpening of directional tuning. Simi-
larly, the decrease in motion integration ability with age
in experiment 3 could be due to a sharpening of speed
tuning, but this possibility involves greater speculation
since the developmental course of speed tuning is
unknown.
The development of direction selectivity also predicts
infants’ sensitivity to motion distributions having a 0°
SD. With a narrow stimulus distribution, performance
should be unchanged with age because the entire distri-
bution will stimulate both broadly tuned detectors pre-
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sumed to operate near 6 weeks of age and more nar-
rowly tuned detectors presumed to operate in older
infants. In all three experiments, performance in the 0°
SD condition remained high between 6 and 18 weeks of
age. Therefore, the development of neural tuning can
predict infants’ ability to integrate motion in displays
having either small or large SDs.
Another way that the development of neural tuning
could predict infants’ ability to integrate motion is if
young infants have a restricted set of direction-selective
neurons which expands with age. This would produce
an asymmetrical representation of direction in the cor-
tex and would lead to asymmetries in motion percep-
tion such as those found by Norcia, Garcia, Humphry,
Holmes, Hamer and Orel-Bixler (1991) in infants be-
tween 6 and 26 weeks of age. An asymmetrical repre-
sentation of directions could account for the
developmental decline in motion integration if re-
sponses from neurons tuned to nearby directions inter-
fere with one another. Under this hypothesis,
directional responses in young infants might be gov-
erned by a small number of differently tuned mecha-
nisms that emerge early. If these initial mechanisms are
widely spaced, such as might occur if they represent the
primary meridians, then there is little potential for
interference from mechanisms tuned to nearby direc-
tions. As the infant ages, mechanisms tuned to new
directions mature and the potential for interference
increases. Stimuli with small SDs will primarily activate
mechanisms tuned to a single direction, so interference
between direction detectors would be negligible at any
age with small SDs. Stimuli with large SDs will activate
mechanisms tuned to a broad range of adjacent direc-
tions, and interference would increase as mechanisms
selective for additional directions become functional.
Although the data are consistent with this idea, the
explanation depends on direction mechanisms emerging
non-uniformly. A recent study with infant monkeys
showed that a full complement of directionally tuned
neurons is represented in V1 during development (Ku-
Fig. 9. Explanation of the data based on the hypothetical development of direction-selective mechanisms and their lateral connections. (A) A
broadly tuned direction mechanism (oval) is stimulated by all directions of the distribution (gray arrows). (B) The directionally tuned mechanism
becomes more selective with age, resulting in reduced sensitivity to a broad range of directions. (C) The development of connections between
direction mechanisms could improve direction integration by adulthood. (D) The development of motion integration as predicted by the
development of these variables is summarized graphically.
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magami et al., 1998). Furthermore, infant responses to
other moving stimuli are inconsistent with an explana-
tion based on the asymmetrical development of direc-
tionally tuned mechanisms that exhibit interference.
This can be seen with random dot stimuli comprised of
a proportion of dots moving coherently in a given
direction while the remaining dots move in random
directions. These directionally broadband stimuli have
been used to measure the development of motion co-
herence (Banton & Bertenthal, 1996). If the asymmetry
idea is correct, then broadband motion coherence stim-
uli should produce interference in older infants who
have a complete set of direction mechanisms. Thus, one
might expect that the measurement of motion coher-
ence in infants should produce declining performance,
however no developmental decline in performance has
been found with this stimulus (Banton & Bertenthal,
1996). Until more evidence is gathered, it is difficult to
evaluate if this hypothesis can account for the decline in
performance obtained in the present study.
5.2. De6elopment of recepti6e field size
The development of receptive field size can also
predict the present data. Cortical receptive field center
size in kittens tends to decrease with age due to the
reduction in retinal cone spacing during receptor migra-
tion toward the fovea (Braastad & Heggelund, 1985). A
similar migration reduces human cone spacing by a
factor of 4.6 between birth and adulthood and suggests
a decrease in human cortical receptive field size during
development (Wilson, 1988). Specifically, Wilson (1988)
noted that if each cortical cell receives information
from a fixed set of foveal cones throughout develop-
ment, its receptive field would be smaller in the adult
due to decreased cone spacing.
A reduction in receptive field size is consistent with
the decrease in infant motion integration with age. As
receptive field size decreases, the distribution is sampled
over a smaller and smaller region, decreasing the likeli-
hood that the mean of the distribution is accurately
reflected on a local level. The converse of this argument
is that the use of larger receptive fields should enhance
motion integration. During peripheral viewing where
receptive fields are larger than in foveal vision, motion
integration seems to be enhanced (Lorenceau & Shif-
frar, 1992; Lorenceau, 1996). Thus, the ability to inte-
grate motion during infancy may be reduced with age
due to decreasing receptive field size.
The development of receptive field size can also
account for the fact that performance remained rela-
tively constant with age at a SD of 0°. As receptive field
size decreases, the smaller sampling regions should have
little effect on performance because the mean direction
is represented by every dot. Therefore, the development
of neural tuning and receptive field size might both
shape the experimental results between 6 and 18 weeks
of age.
5.3. De6elopment of neural connecti6ity
Despite the correspondence between neural tuning,
receptive field size and motion integration between 6
and 18 weeks of age, the development of tuning and
receptive field size is inconsistent with the subsequent
improvement in motion integration by adulthood. As
already suggested, narrowing of directional tuning or
receptive field size should produce poorer integration
with age, yet performance improved by adulthood.
Other factors must account for this improvement in the
ability to integrate motion.
Note that the explanations for the infant data to this
point rely only on the development of local processing.
This suggests that infants’ integration of motion may
occur at a local level. The development of adult-like
global motion integration would require connections to
develop between sites of local motion processing. Such
connections could be formed through neural conver-
gence in a hierarchy of processing stages or through
lateral neural links within a cortical region. The devel-
opment of neural convergence has not been studied.
Therefore, we will focus on integration through lateral
connections as depicted in Fig. 9(C) simply because
there is developmental data available regarding long-
range lateral connections in the visual cortex.
The development of long-range interactions can only
account for the improvement in motion integration seen
by adulthood if they develop after the onset of local
processing (Fig. 9D). In human infants, intercolumnar
connections that are presumed to integrate local fea-
tures develop later than intracolumnar connections that
are believed to process information locally. Although it
isn’t known when they become functional, intercolum-
nar connections develop adult-like qualities after 8
weeks of age in striate layers 4B and 5, and after 16
weeks of age in layer 2:3 (Burkhalter et al., 1993).
The behavioral development of global processes pro-
vides converging evidence that long-range interactions
develop later than local interactions. For example, the
formation of illusory contours is a global process in
which contrast information must be integrated across
space. Infant sensitivity to illusory contours has not
been documented before 3–4 months of age
(Bertenthal, Campos & Haith, 1980; Ghim, 1990). Like-
wise, a global comparison of motion signals in different
spatial regions is essential for motion segregation. The
ability to segregate based on motion differences doesn’t
appear until about 10 weeks of age (see Banton &
Bertenthal, 1997, for a review). These examples suggest
that global processes requiring long-range interactions
are not functional until 3–4 months of age. If the
integration of direction signals requires long-range in-
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teractions, then performance in the present experiments
should not improve until at least 3–4 months of age.
Our data show no improvement in integration ability at
4.5 months. At 6 months of age there is insufficient
data to predict if performance begins to improve (see
Fig. 5, infants 3 and 6). Therefore, these findings are
consistent with the notion of a late development of
global motion integration due to the developmental
course of long-range neural interactions. Note that the
improvements in motion integration seem to lag behind
the emergence of other global processes. This suggests
that the development of motion integration is limited
by additional factors. Perhaps the development of long-
range interactions in higher cortical loci which are not
involved in other global processes plays a role. Higher
cortical centers tend to develop late (Conel, 1967;
Yakovlev & Lecours, 1967) and are often involved in
processing motion (Logothetis, 1994).
5.4. Additional integration mechanisms
While the above neural mechanisms can satisfactorily
account for our data, there are hints that the integra-
tion process may be more complex. For example, two
different integration strategies could have been used in
experiments 1 and 2. Recall that the task depended on
identifying the mean motion signal for each distribu-
tion. The mean of a gaussian distribution of directions
can theoretically be obtained by (1) integrating all the
direction signals in the distribution (heterogeneous inte-
gration), or (2) determining the most frequently en-
countered direction of motion to identify the peak of
the gaussian distribution (homogeneous integration).
Homogeneous and heterogeneous mechanisms were
first proposed by Snowden and Braddick (1989) to
describe how motion is integrated across time.
Throughout this paper, the infant data have been
interpreted from a heterogeneous integration stand-
point. It should be noted that the infant data are also
consistent with a homogeneous integration strategy.
This strategy predicts that performance should decline
with SD in experiments 1 and 2 because the number of
dots in the mean direction decreases as SD increases.
Furthermore, performance should decline with age be-
cause the number of dots in the mean direction is
effectively decreased by age-related reductions in sum-
mation zone size (Dannemiller & Banks, 1983; Schneck,
Hamer, Packer & Teller, 1984).
We suspect that infants used a heterogeneous integra-
tion strategy for the following reasons: First, the peak
of the gaussian with respect to the rest of the distribu-
tion produces a relatively low signal to noise (S:N)
ratio. Yet infants need S:N ratios of 30–50% to dis-
criminate the direction of motion in the presence of
noise (Wattam-Bell, 1994; Banton & Bertenthal, 1996).
This suggests that a homogeneous integration strategy
may be unsuccessful for infants. Second, thresholds for
discriminating direction of uniform motion amongst
noise do not change between 6 and 18 weeks when
measured with OKN (Banton & Bertenthal, 1996),
which is in sharp contrast to the rapid decline in
threshold as a function of age found in the present
study. Therefore, it seems that infants were more likely
to have used a heterogeneous integration strategy, but
additional research is needed to fully address this issue.
The development of integration may be even more
complicated. Some research suggests that direction and
speed signals are integrated separately. Evidence for
separate direction and speed processing mechanisms
includes differences in integration areas (de Bruyn &
Orban, 1988) and different responses to the presence of
direction or speed noise (Hiris & Blake, 1995). On the
other hand, direction and speed processing are similar
with respect to temporal integration (Festa & Welch,
1997) and high pass filtering (Smith, Snowden & Milne,
1994). The current data do not have an impact on this
controversy. In Fig. 8, the development of speed inte-
gration and direction integration differ only in magni-
tude, consistent with the possibility that a single
mechanism can account for the development of both
speed and direction integration. However, there is no
developmental evidence against the hypothesis favoring
separate mechanisms for direction and speed
integration.
A further parsing of the integration process was
recently reported by Rudolph and Pasternak (1996).
They demonstrated a dissociation between the process-
ing of coherent motion and direction distributions in
animals with MT:MST lesions. Our data might provide
developmental evidence for this dissociation. Although
the data cannot be directly compared, OKN thresholds
for motion coherence (Banton & Bertenthal, 1996) do
not change with age while OKN thresholds for direc-
tion distributions (present experiments) become poorer
over a similar range of ages. The developmental trends
clearly differ, supporting the possibility of separate
motion integration systems. While further research is
needed to characterize the subtleties of the integration
process and how it develops, the present research has
taken a necessary step which shows that infants can
integrate direction and speed of motion in random dot
displays.
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